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Some people think drawing is a waste of time. I know drawing isn’t a waste 
of time. I think drawing is something that helps you express your feelings and 
develops your use of imagination. Drawing can affect your life. 

     Drawing can help people emotionally. One piece of evidence is  according 
to Our Everyday Life, drawing helps you observe more detail in the world. My 
second piece of evidence is according to WIBN, drawing teaches kids to feel 
confident because it’s mainly done independently. My third piece of evidence is 
according to Our Everyday Life, drawing helps kids with imagination. In an 
interview with Monika Popaj, a fifth grader at PS 290 on the Upper East Side, 
Monika said drawing is a way to help her express her feelings and makes her 
calm.

           

                 

Some people think drawing is a waste of time. I know 
drawing isn’t a waste of time. I think drawing is something 
that helps you express your feelings and develops your use 
of imagination. Drawing can affect your life. 

     Drawing can help people emotionally. One piece of 
evidence is  according to Our Everyday Life, drawing helps 
you observe more detail in the world. My second piece of 
evidence is according to WIBN, drawing teaches kids to feel 
confident because it’s mainly done independently. My third 
piece of evidence is according to Our Everyday Life, drawing 
helps kids with imagination. In an interview with Monika 
Popaj, a fifth grader at PS 290 on the Upper East Side, 
Monika said drawing is a way to help her express her 
feelings and makes her calm. In an interview with Brianna 
Lum, a fifth grader at ps290 on the Upper East Side, Brianna 
said drawing makes me happier, and ever since I started 
drawing it made me feel creative, and talented.



        Drawing can help kids academically. 
According to WIBN, drawing helps kids with 
their thinking skills which they can use to help 
them with what they face in the future. 
According to Our Everyday Life, drawing 
encourages children to compare shapes, sizes, 
proportions and textures. One time when I stood 
in front of my classmates and taught a drawing 
lesson on the board and on that day drawing 
made me feel confident. 

Drawing made me the person that I am 
today because it taught me to feel confident 
about what I’m drawing.



These are two pictures 
that I took from different 
angles.



Look closely at the detail



Look closely can 
you see the hand?


